Renaming is a fundamental problem in distributed computing which consists in a set of processors picking distinct names from a given namespace. We are interested in a stronger variant of the problem in which the processors have to pick new names according to the initial order of their original ids.
INTRODUCTION
The renaming problem was originally introduced in [1] in the asynchronous message-passing model with crash failures, in which solving consensus is known to be impossible [3] .
Renaming can be informally described as follows: a set of processors {p1, · · · , pN } with unique identifiers, or ids, Nmax. Below we summarize the system model used in this paper.
The processors are arranged in a synchronous network of an a priory known size N , in which each pair of nodes is connected by a direct communication link. The communication between two processors is performed by message passing. The links of each processor are labeled by 1, · · · , N, where the links 1, · · · , N − 1 are to the remaining processors and link N is a self-loop. It is assumed that the processors know the label of the link through which any message is received.
Each correct processor has a unique identifier, originally only known to the processor itself. The processors include their id in every message they exchange with other processors. Up to t processors may be faulty and exhibit an arbitrary behavior (these processors are named Byzantine processors); faulty processors may send messages with arbitrary content. Communication channels are assumed to be reliable.
The renaming problem can be formally defined by the following conditions (e.g. [1] 
):
Validity: each new name is an integer in the set {1, · · · , M}. Termination: each correct processor outputs a new name. Uniqueness: no two correct processors output the same new name.
A stronger version of renaming can be obtained by adding the following property:
Order Preserving: new names of the correct processors preserve the order imposed by their original identifiers.
The particular case in which the size of the target namespace is equal to N is called strong renaming.
Contributions
The main contributions of this paper are two new algorithms to solve order preserving Byzantine renaming. Algorithm 1 has constant step complexity and tolerates upto N > 3t 2 Byzantine faults using the target name-space of size N 2 +Nt. We then employ the previous solution to devise Algorithm 2 with optimal fault tolerance and the target namespace of size 2N . This algorithm works by successive approximation, with provable convergence rate. The step complexity of Algorithm 2 is O(log N ). Both algorithms presented in this paper are deterministic.
To our knowledge, our work is the first to address the order preserving renaming in the given model.
CONSTANT TIME ALGORITHM
In this section we assume that t, the number of Byzantine processors, is limited by N > 3t 2 , and give a high level description of Algorithm 1 that implements an order preserving renaming.
For each of the links 1 ≤ i ≤ n the algorithm holds the id of the processor to which the link is connected (lnk[i].id). Since the N th link is a self-loop, lnk[N ].id, (or myId) , is the id of the current processor. The main steps of Algorithm 1 can be summarized as follows.
In Round 1, the processors start by sending their own id through all the links.
In Round 2, the processes initialize the lnk [i] .id variables based on the information sent in the previous round. Subsequently, the processors broadcast all the ids they received in Round 1. We call these second messages echoes. Note that ids belonging to correct processors (or correct ids, for short) will be echoed at least N − t times.
In Round 3, the nodes start by checking the validity of the echoed messages. Messages that are clearly faulty are discarded. Namely, an echoed message is discarded if one of the following conditions holds: i) no message has been received via the incoming link in the previous round; ii) the message has more ids than the number of processors (which is known); or iii) the intersection of the echoed set and the set collected in Round 2 differs by more than N − t entries. As noted, at least N − t ids must be included in the echo message from a correct processor. This sanity test limits the power of the Byzantine nodes.
After all echo messages have been processed, the distances between the known ids are set as follows. The offset for each id is simply the value of the counter, or N , if counter ≥ N − t. The latter adjustment will guarantee that the offsets of the correct ids are always N . Finally, newId is assigned by summing the offsets of all the ids up to, and including, the given id.
Algorithm 1 runs in constant time employing only two allto-all communication rounds and achieves the target namespace of size N 2 + Nt.
LOG-TIME ALGORITHM
In this section, we assume that the number of Byzantine processors is bounded by N > 3t. The constant time algorithm from previous section serves as an initial building block for our second renaming scheme. Here, newIds calculated in Algorithm 1 are used as intermediate names for the processors. Since a larger proportion of processors are allowed to exhibit arbitrary behavior, there may be larger discrepancies to the newId values used by distinct correct processors for selecting their name. As a result, without any additional algorithmic steps the outputs would not satisfy the order preserving property.
The idea of Algorithm 2 is to reduce the discrepancies among newId s by running a variant of approximate agreement. In the task of approximate agreement processors start with some real values and output values that are within some bounded distance from each other. In our algorithm, this is achieved by averaging the newId values calculated in Algorithm 1.
In addition to the usual properties of the approximate agreement, our algorithm must guarantee that the values converge preserving the initial ordering. This is ensured by performing a series of additional verifications to the newIds proposed by the processors. In this way, after a logarithmic number of steps newId s calculated by each correct processor are approximately the same. Another important property of our instance of an approximate agreement is that the newId values converge preserving some minimal spacing. Thus, the newId s at each correct processor will be well distributed over the intermediate namespace. This, in turn, allows to compact the final namespace from N 2 + Nt to 2N .
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we presented the first renaming algorithm that runs in constant time and tolerates the number of Byzantine faults bounded by N > 3t 2 . Our work is complemented by a second contribution that consists in the algorithm for order-preserving renaming for N > 3t. This bound on the number of Byzantine faults is optimal [4] .
From theoretical point of view, the algorithms point out an interesting research direction of exploring the tradeoffs between the number of Byzantine faults, the size of target namespace and the running time of the renaming algorithms in the given model. Namely, the bounds on the minimum size of the target namespace, and the number of Byzantine faults, for constant time renaming, remain an intriguing open problem.
